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Simple asymptotic potential model for finding weakly bound negative ions
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Department of Physics, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama 36849

~Received 10 February 1999!

A peculiar class of weakly bound states is discussed. These states are made up of three entities~A, B, andC!
which have the following property:A does not form bound states withB or C separately but there is aBC
bound state and anABC bound state. The term Tango state is suggested to distinguish this class from other
weakly bound systems. Two of the mechanisms for forming theABCTango state are discussed. The following
systems are predicted to form bound states: H3

2 , HeH2, NeH2, ArH2,... and Mg2
2 ; quantum chemistry

calculations very strongly indicate that H3
2 and HeH2 form bound states. For the first four species, any

exchange of D for H will also be a Tango state.@S1050-2947~99!09607-9#

PACS number~s!: 31.15.Ct, 36.90.1f
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Weakly bound states of three-body quantum systems
intrinsically interesting as a ‘‘laboratory’’ for correlation be
cause small changes in interaction can cause large chang
the systems’ properties, e.g., size, binding energy, pola
ability, etc. In nuclear physics, there are several system
three particles whereA does not form bound states withB or
C and B does not form bound states withC but ABC will
form a bound state@1–5#. Another class of weakly bound
states is the class of Efimov states@6#, which occurs when
two identical particles have a bound state at zero energy
this case an infinite number of three-body states occurs
three identical bosons. In molecular physics, He2 and He3
form weakly bound states~for some of the isotope combina
tions! that provide an intense experimental and theoret
challenge for their correct description@7–13#.

For a three-object system composed of identical obje
there are four possible bound-state combinations.~i! Neither
two- nor three-body bound states are formed.~ii ! Two-body
bound states are not formed but three-body bound state
formed @14#. ~iii ! Efimov states are formed.~iv! Both two-
and three-body bound states are formed. If the three obj
are not identical, a fifth possibility~Tango state! may occur.
~v! ObjectA will not form bound states with either objectB
or C separately but will form a bound state,ABC, with both
objects together,BC. The term Tango state is suggested
this type of weakly bound system because it is necessary
the two entities,BC, to move in a highly correlated manne
to form the bound stateABC. A possible example of this
discussed below, is HeH2. HeH does not have anybound
states and He2 does not have any bound states, althou
both systems have long-livedmetastablestates. But, H2 will
bind with He giving a bound state, HeH2, 1 – 9 cm21 below
the separated atom limit, He1H2.

The purpose of this paper is to point out the existence
this class of states and to discuss two mechanisms w
cause them to be true bound states~there are probably othe
mechanisms that are active in different systems than th
discussed here!. Qualitative calculations are performed in o
der to derive estimates of the binding energies for sim
systems. Comparison with existing quantum chemistry c
culations is performed for the two simplest systems; there
no ab initio calculations for some of the more complex sy
tems treated here.
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~2!/1706~4!/$15.00
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Mass-charge correlation will often allow Tango states
form; with this mechanism, the relatively large mass of o
ject B becomes correlated with the charge of objectC when
the stateBC is formed. This mechanism will generate Tang
states for all systemsA5noble gas atom,B5open shell
atom that does not bind toA, andC5electron. Tango state
form with this mechanism because the electron and op
shell atom move together in a highly correlated manner;
can be thought of as an electron with a very large mass.
effective potential for an electron interacting with a nob
gas atom has an effective short-range repulsion but a lo
range attractive interaction,2a/(2r 4), arising from the po-
larizability of the rare-gas atom; this attractive potential
not enough to give bound states because of the small ma
the electron. The interaction of an open-shell atom with
rare-gas atom has a short-range repulsion and a long-ra
attractive van der Waals interaction; unfortunately, the v
der Waals interaction is usually too weak to give bou
states. By attaching the electron to the open-shell atom,
combination gives the more attractive polarizability intera
tion, 2a/(2r 4), with the heavier mass of the atom.

This combination of properties is enough to ensure t
HeH2 will form a true bound state@15#. In fact, H2 and D2

form bound states with all of the rare-gas atoms. Since th
the least likely combination~because of the low reduce
mass!, it is expected that any negative ion will form at lea
one bound state with any rare-gas atom. For example,
reduced mass in the HeLi2 system is three times larger tha
in the HeH2 system; as another example, the NeNa2 system
has a reduced mass over 10 times larger than the H2

system and has a large number of bound vibrational sta
Another system that forms Tango states using this mec
nism is H3

2 , H2D
2, D2H

2, and D3
2 . H3

2 can be thought of
as the bound state of H2 and H2 @16#.

Model calculations can be performed to discover wh
Tango states are likely to be formed. The primitive calcu
tions that follow serve as a strong indicator of Tango sta
but do not replace full quantum-chemistry–type calculatio
or experimental measurements. The model calculation
meant to test whether H2 will form bound states with differ-
ent rare-gas atoms. To accomplish this task, it is necessa
calculate the Born-Oppenheimer potential curve with the d
tance between the proton and the rare-gas nucleus servin
1706 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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the adiabatic variable. This potential will be zero by defi
tion when the H2 and the rare-gas atom are infinitely f
apart. Because the potential curve only depends on the
tance between the H2 and the atom, the H2 is placed at the
origin and the atom will be on the positivez axis a distance
R from the origin.

The key part of the interaction is that the electron
loosely bound to the H atom with all other electrons be
tightly bound. TherW will be used to denote the distance
the loosely bound electron from the proton. The loos
bound electron’s wave function can be approximated
c(rW)5F(r )/A4pr 2, where F(r )5N exp(2kr) for r
.1 a.u. andF(r )5N(br1cr21dr3) for r ,1 a.u. withb, c,
and d chosen soF(r ), F8(r ), andF9(r ) are continuous a
r 51 a.u.; N is a normalization constant,N;A2k, and the
constantk50.235 a.u.5A22Eb, where Eb is the binding
energy of H2. The effect of having the ther ,1 a.u. depen-
dence inF(r ) is to increase the size of the normalizatio
constant from the valueA2k. Since the H2 never gets close
to the rare-gas atom than 1 a.u., this has the effect of slig
increasing the strength of the repulsive contact interactio

The two main terms in the Born-Oppenheimer poten
arise from the interaction of the loosely bound H2 electron
with the rare-gas atom. The distance between the proton
the rare-gas atom will be denotedRW . This interaction has two
parts:~i! a repulsive contact potential term

Uc~R!5^cuVcuc&522pac2~RW !52
a

2R2 F2~R!, ~1!

where a5tan(d0)/k as k˜0 with d0 the s-wave electron–
rare-gas atom phase shift at kinetic energyE5k2/2, and~ii !
an attractive polarizability potentialUp5^cuVpuc&. The po-
larizability potential has the asymptotic form2a/(2w4),
where w5urW2RW u is the distance between the electron a
the rare-gas atom. In order to make the integral tracta
Vp(w)[2(a/2)w2/(w21w0

2)3, where w0 is a distance
where the potential changes fromw2 to its correct
asymptotic 1/w4 behavior. With this potential, the integra
over angles can be performed analytically leaving

Up~R!52
a

2 E
0

`

drF2~r !@12h~r !j~r !#h~r !, ~2!

where the functionsh(r )5@(r 21w0
22R2)14R2w0

2#21 and
j(r )5w0

2(r 21w0
21R2). The integration in Eq.~2! is carried

out numerically for eachR needed for the potential curve
The full Born-Oppenheimer potential isU5Uc1Up . The

TABLE I. Scattering length (a5tan@d0#/k), polarizability ~a!,
and reduced mass~m! needed for the calculation of H2 plus neutral
Tango state.

Neutral a ~a.u.! a ~a.u.! m ~a.u.!

He 21.48 1.322 1470
Ne 21.07 2.38 1750
Ar 21.50 10.77 1795
H2 22.14 4–5 1225
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reduced mass in the Hamiltonian ism5(MA
1MB)MC /(MA1MB1MC). The parameters used for th
different rare-gas atoms are given in Table I.

The electron–rare-gas phase shifts are calculated with
including the polarizability potential@17# since this interac-
tion term is included inUp . The polarizabilities for the rare
gas atoms are taken from Ref.@18#. The only parameter tha
is not determined isw0 . As w0 increases, the size ofUp
decreases, which will decrease the binding energy. The
cedure adopted here is to letw0 take two values, 1 a.u. and
a.u. Since the size of the rare-gas atoms is less than;1 a.u.,
the binding energies from these two values ofw0 will pro-
vide rough upper and lower bounds on the binding energy
fact, the valuew053 a.u. is unrealistically large, which wil
give an unrealistically small polarizability interaction; th
large value was chosen so that if bound states result e
with an unrealistically weak polarizability potential, we ca
have confidence that bound states would result in the
potential.

In Fig. 1, the Born-Oppenheimer potential for the HeH2

system is shown for the two casesw051 a.u.~solid line! and
w053 a.u. ~dashed line!. It is clear that the potential has
minimum whose position and depth strongly depend onw0 .
Nevertheless, both potentials~even the unrealistically large
w053 a.u.! contain bound states. In Table II, the number
bound (J50) states and the binding energy are presented
several Tango states forw051 a.u. and forw053 a.u. Sub-
stituting D for H will also be a Tango state because t
Born-Oppenheimer potential curve will be the same and
reduced mass increases. There are several states which
tightly bound, the model potential fails~NeH2 for w0

FIG. 1. Born-Oppenheimer potential for the HeH2 system for
w051 a.u.~solid line! andw053 a.u.~dashed line!.

TABLE II. Binding energy,Eb , and numbern of boundJ50
states for different systems;w0 is the rough distance at which th
asymptotic form of the polarizability potential begins.

System w0 ~a.u.! Eb (cm21) n w0 ~a.u.! Eb (cm21) n

HeH2 1 9 2 3 0.9 1
NeH2 1 640 51 3 12 2
ArH2 1 20 000 51 3 290 51
H2

3
a 3 30 3 5 8 2

H2
3

b 3 16 3 5 4 2

aa55 a.u.
ba54 a.u.
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51 a.u. and ArH2 for both values ofw0!; these states will
certainly be bound but the precise value of the binding
ergy is not certain because the atoms overlap too much
the core electron of the H interacts with the electrons on
rare-gas atom. In Fig. 2 is a plot of the radial part of t
HeH2 ground-state wave function,C(RW )5G(R)/A4pR2,
with a blow up of the small-R region; the solid line is for the
potential withw051 a.u. and the dashed line is for the p
tential with w053 a.u. This shows that the inner tight
bound electrons in He and H do not overlap at all, so all
the potential is determined by the loosely bound H2 electron
interacting with the He atom. In Ref.@15#, large quantum
chemistry calculations gave a value of roughly 0.6 cm21 for
the binding energy of HeH2.

The results presented here arise from simple calculati
so it is necessary to assess the reliability of the approxi
tions. Using first-order perturbation theory is a good appro
mation as long as the ratio of theUc1Up to the binding
energy of H~roughly 6000 cm21! is small; this ratio indicates
that the corrections for HeH2 and NeH2 will be less than
10%. Another simplification involves using approximatio
for theUc andUp terms. The approximation ofUc through a
contact term will be quite accurate since the prefactor of
contact term uses theexactphase shift. This method has
relative error proportional to the kinetic energy of the ele
tron scattering from the potential; since the electron ‘‘sc
tering’’ from the rare-gas atom is the outer electron of t
H2 ion ~kinetic energy of20.03 a.u.!, errors of a few percen
are expected. The main source of error is in the calculatio
Up because a simple model potential was chosen for
polarizability interaction. As can be seen in Table II, reas
able choices ofw0 can change the binding energy by a
order of magnitude. This deficiency can be mended by us
an optical potential for the polarizablity potential.

In Tables I and II, parameters for H2 and H2 were also
presented. The model presented here does not work
well for this system because H2 is not spherically symmetric
the potential for H2H

2 is anisotropic from the quadrupol
potential and from the polarizability potential which depen
on the angle between the H2 and the H2 internuclear axis.
However, we can use the model for this system to ch
whether or not bound states are formed if we use a pote
that is everywheregreater than this anisotropic potential. I

FIG. 2. Radial part of the nuclear wave function forw0

51 a.u.~solid line! andw053 a.u.~dashed line!. Inset is a blowup
of the smallR wave function forw053 a.u.
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the binding energy is large, even for unrealistically lar
choices ofw0 and small values fora, then we would expect
that H3

2 is bound; the anisotropic interactions increase
binding energy.

The scattering length was obtained from the sum of
eigenphase shifts of Ref.@19# based on the method describe
in Ref. @20#; exchange effects are treated exactly using
linear-algebraic method, as describe in Ref.@21#. The bind-
ing energies of Table II indicate that H3

2 forms at least one
bound state. Further, there will be long-lived resonan
states attached to each of the rotational states of H2. These
results are in good agreement with the quantum chemi
calculations of Ref.@16#, where the binding energy was ca
culated to be;70 cm21.

An interesting aspect of H3
2 is its interaction with slow,

positively charged ions. Because H2 is very weakly bound to
H2, a slow proton~for example! will have a very large cross
section for capturing the H2 from the H2. The capture cross
section can be estimated froms;pr s

2, wherer s is the far-
thest distance that a proton can classically strip the H2 from
the H2; this distance can be estimated by noting thatr s

2

.1/Es , whereEs is the electric field needed to strip the H2

from the H2. The maximum value of the potentia
2a/(2R4)2EsR is 21.25Es

4/5(2a)1/5. Setting this equal to
the binding energy givess;26a1/4/uEbu5/4, whereEb is the
binding energy. UsingEb530 cm21 gives a capture cros
section 23106 a.u.

A second mechanism that allows the formation of Tan
states is dielectronic relaxation. This mechanism will som
times generate Tango states for the systemA5electron,
B5atom, andC5closed shell atom. The electron does n
form bound states with either atom but the two atoms form
loosely bound molecular system with the atoms separate
a distanceR. Although the electron does not form a boun
state with atomB, it is assumed that it forms a resonan
state at a positive electron energy ofEr . If the resonance
state has nonzero orbital angular momentum,L, then the en-
ergy of theLP, LD, . . . states of theABC system will be
;Er2a/(2R4), wherea is the dipole polarizability of the
closed shell atom,C. The nonzero value ofL, the projection
of the total angular momentum on the internuclear axis
important because this forces the electron wave function
have a node on the axis; this greatly reduces the effect of
repulsive short-rangeAC interaction, thus allowing the en
ergy to be substantially lower than it would be ifL5S. If
Er,a/(2R4), then a Tango state may be formed; the ele
tron cannot leave the system because it gains energyEr
when leaving atomB but must give an amounta/(2R4) to
atomC, which it cannot do ifEr,a/(2R4). This mechanism
is similar to that discussed in Ref.@22# in the context of
vibrationally inelastic electron-molecule scattering in a m
lecular solid.

The 2Po resonance state of Mg2 can serve as an examp
of dielectric relaxation as a mechanism to generate Ta
states (Mg2

2); Mg2 does not form bound states but Mg2
does form bound states. The Mg2 2Po resonance state is a
an electron energy of 0.166 eV50.0061 a.u. If the projection
of the angular momentum of this state on the internucl
axis is61, there will be a node of the wave function on th
axis. Since the electron attached to one of the Mg does
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overlap strongly with the other Mg, the ground-state ene
will be roughly the resonance energy plus the energy for
polarizability interaction. The polarizability of Mg is;70
a.u. This means that if the internuclear separation is less
;(a/2Er)

1/458.7 a.u., the total electronic energy of Mg2
2

will be less than the total electronic energy of Mg2. The
internuclear distance of Mg2 is 3.9 a.u. This strongly indi-
cates that Mg2

2 will form a Tango state.
It is a simple exercise to find the largest possible inter

clear distance that will allow a Tango state to form. Usi
the polarizabilities of Ref.@18#, NeMg2 will form if the in-
ternuclear distance is less than;3.7 a.u., ArMg2 will form if
the internuclear distance is less than;5.4 a.u., KrMg2 will
form if the internuclear distance is less than;6.0 a.u., and
XeMg2 will form if the internuclear distance is less tha
;6.8 a.u. Probably several of these systems will form Tan
.
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states.~It is possible that these systems might form ha
states if the neutral molecule does not form bound states.
example, it is very likely that XeMg2 will form bound states
even if XeMg does not.!

Two different mechanisms for the formation of weak
bound states have been identified. This allows simple ca
lations to answer whether or not certain systems will fo
bound states. This is a remarkable circumstance since l
calculations are usually needed to determine whethe
weakly bound system is truly bound.
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